increased since 1850, which is likely due to the observed increase in anthropogenic greenhouse gas concentrations [1] and other possible influences include solar, volcanic, and greenhouse gas factors and natural variability that is internal to the climate system [1, 2] . There is ample evidence of the ecological impacts of recent climate change, from polar terrestrial to tropical marine environments [2] . These observed ecological changes are heavily biased in the directions predicted from global warming and have been linked to local or regional climate change through correlations between climate and biological variation, field and laboratory experiments, and physiological research [3] . Monitoring spatiotemporal dynamics of ecosystems response to climate change have drawn much attention in recent years [4] .
This special issue consists of 18 articles and the topics include terrestrial water cycle, ecological changes in the phenology, ecosystem production, and ecosystem health monitoring.
Global change has led to the changes in the terrestrial hydrology. Four papers in this special issue focus on the spatial and temporal changes of the distribution and total amount of water resources. J. Wang et al. Terrestrial net primary production (NPP) is a key component of energy and mass transformation in terrestrial ecosystems and also the key indicator of ecosystem functioning. In this special issue, four articles provided major approaches to monitoring and predicting terrestrial primary production in a changing global environment. S. Pan et al. provided a comprehensive review of three major approaches to monitoring and predicting terrestrial primary production, including ground-based field measurements, satellite-based observations, and process-based ecosystem modeling. The performance of the dynamic land ecosystem model (DLEM) at various scales from site to region to global was presented as case study. J. Fu et al. presented the evaluation of the marginal land resources suitable for developing bioenergy in Asia. A multiple factor analysis method was used to identify marginal land using multiple datasets including remote sensing derived land cover and meteorological data. This special issue aims to summarize the most recent developments and ideas in monitoring and modeling terrestrial ecosystems response to climate change. Contributions presented here will promote the illustration of the relationship between terrestrial ecosystems and global climate change.
